Abstract. We prove that feedforward artificial neural networks with a single hidden layer and an ideal sigmoidal response function cannot provide localized approximation in a Euclidean space of dimension higher than one. We also show that networks with two hidden layers can be designed to provide localized approximation. Since wavelet bases are most effective for local approximation, we give a discussion of the implementation of spline wavelets using multilayered networks where the response function is a sigmoidal function of order at least two.
Introduction
There has been much study in recent years on the question of using neural networks for approximating real-valued functions of several real variables. In particular, Cybenko [8] and Hornik, Stinchcombe, and White [11] have proved that it is possible to use a neural network with one hidden layer and a sigmoidal activation function to approximate continuous functions on any compact subset of a Euclidean space of an arbitrary dimension. In addition, Chui and Li [5] , Mhaskar and Micchelli [16] , Ito [13, 14] , and Barron [1] also obtained such density theorems in various more or less general contexts, using different approaches, as well as studied the complexity problem in some detail. In [15] , it is shown that a neural network with multiple hidden layers and a generalized sigmoidal activation function can be constructed to achieve the optimal rate of approximation for smooth nonanalytic functions and for analytic functions, a near-geometric rate independent of the dimensions of the input space. The question as to whether the same can be achieved with a single hidden layer is still open.
The objective of this paper is to investigate the possibility of constructing networks suitable for localized approximation, i.e., a network with the property that if the target function is modified only on a small subset of the Euclidean space, then only a few neurons, rather than the entire network, need to be retrained. The precise definitions will be given in the next section. We prove that if the dimension of the input space is greater than one, then such a network with one hidden layer and a Heaviside activation function cannot be constructed. In contrast, we also show that a network with two or more hidden layers can always be constructed to accomplish the task. To realize an effective local approximating network, we construct the Chui-Wang spline wavelets [7] using multilayered networks with a generalized sigmoidal activation function.
As in [15] , our proofs will be constructive and the "training algorithm" will be noniterative. Hence, the usual questions about stability, settling into local minima, etc., which usually need to be discussed in connection with the more popular backpropagation networks, simply do not arise.
Localized approximation
In the sequel, let s > 2 be any integer and Q := [-1, If be the standard cube in R*. Intuitively, a neural network can be said to provide localized approximation on Q, if Q can be divided into a number of subregions so that only a small number of neurons are responsible for providing approximation on each subregion. Thus, if the function to be synthesized is modified only on a small part of Q, one needs only to retrain the small number of neurons responsible for this part, rather than retraining the entire network.
To make this idea more precise, we need some terminology. For x, yeRs, x • y denotes the inner product between x and y, and |x -y| the Euclidean distance between x and y. In using measure-theoretic terms such as "almost everywhere", "measurable", and so on, we refer to the ¿-dimensional Lebesgue measure, which will be denoted by X. Hence, if A is a measurable subset of Ri, and 1 < p < cc, the LP norm of a measurable function g : A -* R is given by (2.1) ■*.,:-( ^I^ff)" !»**«»• { esssup^|g(t)| if/? = oo.
The class LP(A) then consists of measurable functions g on A for which lláfUp,a < oo, where two functions are identified if they are equal almost everywhere. Also, the class C(A) consists of continuous functions on A which vanish at infinity. The symbol Xa denotes the characteristic function of A, i.e., the function that takes on the value 1 on A and zero outside A. Let a : R -» R be any function. The output of a feedforward neural network with n neurons, arranged in a single hidden layer and with response function a, is of the form Yfl=\ ck<*(™k • x + bk) ■ The class of all such functions will be denoted by n"i ii(7. Next, we formally define inductively the class Hnjsa of all possible outputs of a fully connected feedforward network with n neurons, each with response function o, arranged in at most / hidden layers and receiving an input from Rs. The class nB>i>i)ff is already defined. Suppose that fln,m,s,o is defined for all integers n > 1 and m < I. A typical network with / layers is constructed as follows. Let there be p neurons in the /th layer. Each of these receives a different number of inputs. Suppose that for each k, 1 < k < p, the output of nk subnetworks, {Pj>k}"ix > is input to the k\h neuron. A typical member of f\n,i,s,a is therefore of the form ELi cjfc«r(£"i, wjtkPj,k(x) + bk), where, for ; = 1, ... , nk , k = l,...,p, the quantities ck, wjtk, bkeR, P,* € !!"jkj-\tS,o for some integers njtk.
Here, we require that the total number of neurons in the circuit is at most n . We do not rule out the possibility that the output of some subnetwork may be input to more than one neuron. In defining the notion of localized approximation, we are motivated by the approximation by piecewise constants. The simplest way to approximate an /: Q -► R by piecewise constants is to divide Q uniformly into smaller cubes, and define the constant value of the approximation on each cube C to be the value of / at the center of C. Hence, such an approximation can be expressed in the form £ acXc ■ This simple approximation scheme is obviously localized in the sense that if the target function is modified on a part of Q, only the terms in the sum corresponding to the cubes overlapping with this part need to be modified. It is now seen that the problem of localized approximation can be reduced to the problem of approximating the characteristic function of each cube by neural networks of a fixed size, independent of the degree of approximation desired. If networks with a fixed number m of neurons can be constructed to approximate the characteristic function of each cube, then this simple-minded but clearly localized approximation by piecewise constants will lead to a localized approximation by neural networks. We now observe that the class f\n,i,s,a is closed under the transformation x -► wx for any w > 0. Therefore, approximating the characteristic function of any cube is equivalent to approximating the characteristic function of Q. Hence, we may formulate the notion of localized approximation by a network with / hidden layers as follows. Our first goal is to show that a network with one hidden layer does not necessarily yield localized approximation. Then a neural network with one hidden layer and response function o does not provide localized approximation.
The proof of Theorem 2.2 will consist of an elaborate compactness argument and will actually show that it is not possible to approximate any nontrivial function locally using a network with a single hidden layer and the response function (2.3). Therefore, the next question which presents itself is whether it is possible to achieve local approximation using two hidden layers. Using the ideas in [15] , we prove that such an approximation is indeed possible, and we also give a rate of approximation.
In order to measure the rate of approximation, we introduce the notion of modulus of continuity. H/-GnCOlli,,*.,, < 2W ÍL"(5m>"), Sm,"; f, £) .
We will actually construct the operators G" explicitly in the course of the proof. Moreover, the approximation on Rm t n will be achieved by using at most 2s + 1 neurons.
Proofs of the theorems in §2
Until the end of the proof of Theorem 2.2, we will use the notation o to denote only the ideal response function defined in (2.3) and nm to denote nm> i ts,o ■ It is then obvious that for any wgR! and b e R we have Since o(cx) = a{x) for any c > 0 and cr(0) = o(l), we may assume that at most one of the w¿'s is zero and that the corresponding bk is equal to 1. With this convention, we may also assume that |w^|2 + b\ -1 for k = 1, ... , m. If any two of the hyperspaces y/k • x + bk = 0 coincide, we may rearrange the indices and assume that W] = -w2 and bx --b2. If w( = 0, then vt2 = 0, and our convention implies that bx -b2 = 1. Therefore, W] ^ 0, and we let the first nonzero component of w-be positive. Then, using (3.1), we get, for almost all xeRJ,
Thus, any P e Ilm can be expressed in reduced form.
To prove the uniqueness of such an expression, it is sufficient to show that if If this were not true, then we may assume that none of the constants ck is zero. We shall show that one of them has to be zero, and thus arrive at a contradiction. It is easy to see that Q is almost everywhere equal to a piecewise constant function. To describe this function more precisely, we define the vector function S = (SW.S(2m)) by the formula jes In view of (3.3), we have c2m -0. This contradicts our assumption that none of the coefficients ck is zero, thereby completing the proof of the proposition. G When we consider sequences in Ylm , it may happen that each term of the sequence is expressed in reduced form, but the obvious limiting expression is no longer in reduced form. This leads to the following definition. Let Rn(x) = Y!k=ick,nO{vik,n -x + ô*,«) e Um for n = 1, 2, ... . We say that {Rn} is in asymptotically reduced form if (i) each R" is in reduced form, (ii) lim"_»oo wfc>" = w*, lim^oo bkttt = bk for k = 1, ... , m, and (iii) the hyperspaces wk -x + bk = 0 are all distinct.
It is not clear that every sequence in Ylm , where the parameters form convergent sequences, can be rewritten in asymptotically reduced form. Nevertheless, the following result shows that this almost holds. n-»oo,neA2
We recall that there exist \k e Rs and dk e R such that n-»oo,n€A2 n-»oo,neA2
We show that for some subsequence A of A2, the sequences {ak,n}n£A converge. In view of (3.16), this will complete the proof. With
An := max |a*,"|, ¡<k<m it suffices to show that (3.18) liminf An < oo.
n-»oo,neA2
If possible, suppose that (3.18) is false. Let e > 0 and K be a compact subset of Rs, both arbitrarily given. We may assume that X(K) > e. In view of (3.7), there exists a set E ç K with X(E) < e/2 such that Pn(x) -Rn(x) for
x e K\E and all sufficiently large n e A2. Therefore, (3.11) implies that (3.19) lim sup P"||i,a:\£<1-n-»oo, «6A2
Since lim^oo>ne\2A" = 00 , we deduce that the sequence {Rn :-A~xRn}neAl converges to zero in measure on every compact subset of Rs. In particular, there is a subsequence A3 of A2 such that (3.20) lim Rn(x) = 0 a.e. in R*.
In view of the definition of A" , there is a subsequence A4 of A3 and numbers ak e R such that at least one of the aks has absolute value 1 and lim^oo.ng^iflfc,,,/^,,) = ak for 1 < k < m. We set m R(x):=^2ako{\k-x + dk).
k=l Since {Rn}neÁ4 is in asymptotically reduced form, R is in reduced form. Moreover, since at least one of the a^s is nonzero, R is not identically equal to zero. Since lim^oo "€A4 R"{x) -R(x) for almost all x 6 R*, this contradicts with (3.20) . This proves (3.18) , and the proof is complete. D Theorem 2.2 is quite simple to prove by using Proposition 3.3. We recall that a function <f>: Rs -» R is called a test function if <p is infinitely differentiable on R* and every derivative y/ of (p (of arbitrary order) satisfies the condition supx6Rs |^(x)|(l + Ixl)^ < 00 for any integer N > 0. The class 3! of all test functions forms a locally convex space with a suitable topology [18] . A continuous linear functional on 2¡ is called a (tempered) distribution. We refer the reader to [18] for a detailed exposition of the properties of test functions and distributions. Here, we only recall that the Fourier transform of a test function <f> is defined by 4>(x) = (2n)-sl2 [ exp(-ix • t)0(t) dX(t), xeRs, and that of a distribution u by u(4>) = u{$), <f>^3.
Moreover, if u and v are distributions such that û-v, then u -v.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. If possible, let m > 1 be a fixed integer and {/>"} c nw be a sequence which satisfies (2.2) for every compact set K c Rs. Then Proposition 3.3 implies that there exists a P e Um and a subsequence A of integers such that P(x) = limn_00 neAP"(x) almost everywhere. It follows that ;tß(x) = P(x) almost everywhere. Given any finite set of hyperspaces v/k • x + bk = 0, it is easy to construct a nonnegative test function that vanishes on all of them. Therefore, a comparison of the Fourier transforms of the distributions Xq and P shows that Xq{x) = P(x) cannot hold almost everywhere. (A more elementary proof of the fact that xq{x) ¥= P(x) f°r any P £ nm is given by Blum and Li in [2] .) D Our proof of Theorem 2.2 depends very heavily on the properties of the ideal (Heaviside) sigmoidal function. We believe, however, that the same result still holds for any other sigmoidal function which is of bounded variation. The research on this problem is postponed to a later date.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let e > 0 and L>2.
We construct a network NStPyr. with 2s + 1 neurons arranged in two hidden layers such that In (3.23), the constant A is fixed depending only on o and 5, and the constant B depends upon L and e as well. Here, we assume that e is so small that ô < 1. We define By using (3.21) and (3.31), only an easy computation is needed to verify (2.7). D
Implementation of spline wavelets
In this section, we consider the approximation of a spline function of higher order using a neural network with a sigmoidal function of higher order as its activation function. This will be applied to an implementation of the compactly supported spline-wavelets introduced by Chui and Wang [7] .
We start by recalling the definition of the (cardinal) The sum of all these functions which are nonzero at x is 1. Thus, the 5-splines provide a very useful tool for localized approximation.
In the multivariate setting, the simplest analogue of the 5-spline is the tensorproduct 5-spline. For each integer m > 1 and x = (x(1), ..., jc(í)) € R1, this is defined by the formula (4.2) Nfn(x):=Y[Nm(xU)).
= 1
In this section, we demonstrate that a tensor-product 5-spline JVjJ, can be approximated arbitrarily closely using a neural network whose activation function is a sigmoidal function of order k > 2 (cf. [16] ), the size of the network depending only on k and m, and not on the degree of accuracy. In [16] , a sigmoidal function of order k is used to obtain specific networks for approximating an arbitrary continuous function. In the univariate case, the rates obtained in [16] are optimal and the approximation is local. In [15] , a multilayered network was constructed to give a localized approximation with optimal rates using such functions. The following theorem is an extension of the ideas in [15] . By Theorem 4.2, we may translate many theorems in spline approximation to the corresponding theorems in approximation using neural networks. Some applications are already given in [15] . Here, we illustrate the use of Theorem 4.2 in the implementation of the compactly supported spline wavelets. We observe that the notation which we use in the sequel is different from that used in [7] . In order to discuss these, we denote the (univariate) 5-spline Nm by Oo and write (4.6) <Po;kj--=<t>o(2kx-j), k,jeZ, and for each k e Z, (iii) n*€Z vk = {0} , and (iv) for each keZ, {</>o;/t,7. J e Z} is an unconditional basis for Vk. We define the wavelet space Wk to be the orthogonal complement of Vk in Vk+X. It is shown in [7] that the space Wk can also be written as the linear span of the translates of a function <&x, similar to (4.7), as follows: Let where the constants oq-j and aXj are determined precisely in [7] . In the multivariate setting, the simplest way to generalize the Chui-Wang wavelets is again by using tensor products. Thus, we write Z\ :-{0, 1}S and define the wavelets (resp. scaling functions when p = 0) by (4.12) % and the symbol 0 < 1 < 3m -2 means that all components of 1 are between 0 and 3w -2.
In order to implement the wavelets <Pp using a neural network, we observe that at any level k > 0 only the scaling functions {0¿.^+1 j}-m-i<j<2*+' are nonzero on [0, If . We approximate these, using Theorem 4.2, by <^o,e;Ar+i,j and then define </>p.¿ . for p e Z^\{0} using (4.14) to yield the networkŝ p.ejitj-The functions (f>^.k . are then defined in two different ways. Theorem 4.2 ensures that the difference between these two implementations can be made arbitrarily small using only a fixed number of neurons, independent of the accuracy desired. Therefore, given a wavelet expansion of a function, we may use the networks so constructed to directly synthesize the function within essentially the same margin of accuracy as the expansion itself. The total number of neurons required in the process is proportional to the necessary number of wavelets. Similarly, we observe that only finitely many terms in (4.15) are nonzero if x G [0, l]s. Therefore, the networks ^PtC]k,¡ can be used to construct <f>s0.k+x ¡ to any degree of accuracy. Again, the total number of neurons required in this decomposition is proportional to the number of wavelets which enter into the expansion.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. This proof proceeds in several steps.
Step I. Given an integer p > 1, we construct a network P(A, p, e; x) G np, i, i, a with the property that (4.17) |jtf-P(A,p,e;x)\<e, \x\<A.
This is done in [15] ; we merely sketch the proof. Letô := (e/2k+xK)xlk . Find B > 0 such that |ct(jc)| < el*!* , x <-B, \o(x) -xk\ < e\x\k, x>B.
Also, set (4.18) P{l,l,e;x):= (ô/B)ko(Bx/Ô).
It is easy to verify (cf. [15] ) that (4.17) is satisfied with A = 1 and p = 1. If we set (4.19) P(A, l,e;x):=AkP(l, 1, A~ke; x/A), then it is clear that (4.17) is satisfied with p = 1. Since a is uniformly continuous on any compact interval, we may find n > 0 such that |P(l,l,«/2;*)-P(l,l,e/2;y)|<e/2, \x-y\<t], \x\,\y\<2.
We define P( 1, /, e ; x) inductively as follows:
(4.20) P(l,l,e;x):=P(l, 1, e/2; P(l, I -1, n; x)), l>2.
It is shown in [15] that P(l, p, e; x) satisfies (4.17) with A = 1 . We now define (4.21 ) P(A,p,e;x):= Ak"P(l,p, A~kf'e; x/A).
Step II. We define (4.22) P(A, p, e; x) := P(A, p, e/2; x) + (-If P(A, p, e/2; -x).
The network so defined has 2p neurons arranged in p layers and satisfies (4.23) \xkP -P(A,p,e;x)\<e, \x\<A.
Step III. We construct a network Q(A, e ; x) e Uk+X ,1,1,,, such that (4.24) \x+-Q(A,e;x)\<e, \x\<A.
We obtain numbers a^ , 0 < p < k , which solve the system of equations We now let // := e(2Nk ' 5] |cty|) ' and define (4.27) Q(A,e; x) := £Nk-xaßP{A +l,l,n;x + p/N). From (4.26) and (4.17), it is easy to see that (4.24) is satisfied.
Step IV. We construct a network In view of (4.23), we obtain, for 1 < i < N, Step V. The quantity N^(x) can be written as a linear combination of ms quantities of the form (x -j)+_1. Hence, Theorem 4.2 follows from Step IV above. D
